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3M™ PERFECT-IT™ II RUBBING COMPOUND

Specially designed medium-cutting compound
for removing grade 1200, 1500 and 2000 color
sanding scratches in paints including clear coats.
Unique formulation. Produces minimal compound
swirl marks while buffing to a high gloss. When
followed by the 3M™ Perfect-It™ Foam Polishing
Pad Glaze, this two-step system delivers a show
car luster in record time. Use with 3M™ Perfect-It™ Foam Compounding
Pad (PN05723). 1qt.
P/N 09-01437............................ .

3M™ Perfect-it™ Show Car Paste Wax

Ultra high gloss paste wax with exceptional durability for
use on automotive paints. Shines and protects new and like
new pint finishes, producing a deep high gloss, lustrous,
durable, “wet look” finish.
P/N 09-01443.......................................
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3M™ PERFECT-IT™ BACKUP PAD

Enables 3M™ Superbuff™ Compound Pad users to use
the 3M™ Perfect-It™ Foam Polishing Pad without having to remove the 3M™ Superbuff™ Adaptor 05710 from
the shaft of the polisher. Fits all standard 5/8 in shaft
slow-speed polishers. 7” x 3/4”. P/N 09-01426..............
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3M™ Perfect-It™ Plus Foam
Polishing Pad

Foam polishing pad that utilizes a 3M patented convoluted foam face. Reduced diameter loop attachment
backing for added edge protection. Attaches to either
backup pads part numbers 05717 or 05718. Fits all 5/8
inch shaft on slow speed polishers.
P/N 09-01427............................. .

3M™ AVIATION RUBBING COMPOUND

Effectively refines scratches in business jet cabinet clear coats
using polyesters and polyurethanes. Also used for refining scratches on painted aircraft surfaces created during the defect removal
process, as well as removing paint oxidation on painted aircraft
surfaces. Can be used on aircraft cabinetry or painted surfaces. *
No Silicone * Non-corrosive............P/N 09-02173....................... .
SuperBuff Buffing pad 05703.....................P/N 09-02174....................... .

3M™ White Grease 8875
(Lithium Lube)

Long-lasting lubrication, easy spray viscosity. Won’t drip or run.
Resists “washing out” if exposed to road spray. 10.5 oz. Can.
P/N 09-01445............................ .

3M™ OVERSPRAY PROTECTIVE
SHEETING MASKER

Portable masker designed to dispense Overspray
Protective Sheeting (PN06727). Can be used horizontally, vertically or wall mounted. Spring loaded end
frame designed for easy loading of Overspray Protective
Sheeting. Paper is not included with masker.
P/N 09-01441............................ .
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3M™ FIBERGLASS RESINS
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Designed to be used with Fiberglass Cloth (PN05838)
and/or Fiberglass Mat (PN05833). Waterproof when
cured. Liquid Hardener (PN0536) included. For metal
and fiberglass. Thick formulation resists sags or
runs.1 Qt.
P/N 09-01433.............................
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3M™ LIGHTWEIGHT
BODY FILLER

Cures tack-free in 15-20 minutes — reduces sandpaper loading. Creamy texture. Smooth spreading. Easy
smoothing. Vacuum processed to minimize pinholes.
1 Qt...........................P/N 09-01428............................ .
1 Gal.........................P/N 09-01429............................ .
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3M™ Flowable
Finishing Putty

Tack-Free and Stain Resistant. Two component, selfleveling putty designed for use as a “skin” coat over
plastic filler to fill pinholes, sand scratches, low areas
or other imperfections. Available in quart and handy
squeeze dispenser — no mess. Fills pinholes in body
fillers and small imperfections in metal and fiberglass. Cures tack-free in
30 minutes. Flowable, brushable. Easiest sanding 3M™ Polyester Putty.
Minimizes staining that can occur with basecoat/clearcoat systems over
body filler. Vacuum processed to minimize pinholes. Excellent adhesion
to galvanized, aluminum and thoroughly cured and sanded factoryapplied paint surfaces.
P/N 09-01432............................ .
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3M™ Liquid Hardener

Fast-acting liquid hardening agent designed to be
used with 3M™ Sprayable Polyester Filler (PN05825
or 05856), and/or 3M™ Fiberglass Resin (PN05833
or 05834). 22oz. tube
P/N 09-01434............................ .

3M™ Long Strand Fiberglass
REINFORCED FILLER

Contains long strands of fiberglass. Repairs holes, cracks
and tears in fiberglass. Repairs holes in metal. Waterproof.
Repairs larger holes, cracks and tears than 3M™ Short
Strand Fiberglass Reinforced Filler (PNs 05815-05816). 1
Gal. Can
P/n 09-01430............................ .

3M™ SHORT Strand Fiberglass
REINFORCED FILLER

Contains chopped fiberglass. Repairs holes, cracks and tears
in fiberglass. Repairs holes in metal. Smooth spreading.
Waterproof. Can be used with Fiberglass Mat (PN05837) or
Fiberglass Cloth (PN05838) to reinforce large repair areas.
1 Gal. Can.....................P/N 09-01431.....................................

3M™ SPREADERS

Designed for spreading body and fiberglass fillers,
finishing putties, and resins. Sharp edge. Flexible.
Durable. Easy to clean. Cured fillers pops off easily.
Available in 4” or Assortment (1 each 4, 5 and 6).
4”........................P/N 09-01435................................
Assortment.........P/N 09-01436................................

3M™ Adhesive Remover
CITRUS BASE

Provides easy clean up of most types of adhesives.
Quickly removes waxes, road tars, grease, oil and
similar materials. Will not harm paint, vinyl or fabrics
when properly used. 24 oz. Can. Pale yellow in
color.
P/N 09-01379..............................

3M™ Adhesive Remover
CITRUS BASE

A liquid cleaner/degreaser that can be used to dissolve
and remove dirt, grease, tar, and many non-curing type
adhesives. It can also be used to degrease substrates for
adhesive bonding in place of many chlorinated or petroleum-based solvents. 24 oz. Can. Clear in color.
P/N 09-01393......................... .

3M™ 5-WAY PENETRANT

Multi-purpose product that is effective as a demoisturant - displaces moisture and “dries out” electrical apparatus. 24. oz.
Can. Light Amber in color.
P/N 09-01370...................... .

3M™ SCOTCHGARD SPOT REMOVER
AND UPHOLSTERY CLEANER

Designed to clean carpets and upholstery. Releases both oiland water-based soils from carpet and upholstery. Aerosol foam
is sprayed directly on spot with minimum of overspray. Requires
no rinsing. Wipe or blot area with a clean, absorbent cloth.\
P/N 09-01722........................................

3M™ STAINLESS STEEL
CLEANER AND POLISH

Ideally suited for stainless steel, chrome, laminated plastics and
aluminum surfaces. With a high-gloss formula, it wipes clean
with no streaks or buildup, resists fingerprints and masks surface blemishes. Pleasant lime fragrance. Contains no petroleum
distillates.
P/N 09-01721........................................

3M PAINT RESTORATION KIT

This all inclusive kit for on aircraft detailing. This is
not a polish or wax which only fill scratches, 3M’s
Paint Restoration Kit actually, removes oxidation,
refines scratches, and achieves a professional finish. Designed for airplanes: no-corrosive, silicone
free, commercial aircraft manufacturer tested and
approved. Kit includes: * 3M Aviation Finishing
Compound 1 bottle (16 oz) * 3M Aviation Oxidation
Removal Compound 1 bottle (16 oz) * 3M Superbuff
Adapter * 3M Superbuff Buffing Pad * 3M Perfect-it Back-Up Pad *
3M Perfect-it Plus Foam Polishing Pad * 3M Perfect-it Detailing Cloth,
Yellow * 471 Vinyl Red 1” x 36 Yds
P/N 09-02178........................................

